UNITED NATIONS AND UNIVERSITY COOPERATION
PROMOTING PEACE AND HUMAN RIGHTS

POSSIBLE SYNERGIES WITH THE UNITED NATIONS IN THE CRISIS AREAS

AESI Mission discuss with DG UN Geneva the consequences of recent conflicts in terms of human rights, migration and health care for the affected populations. For this reason, it is organizing a Mission to Geneva. AESI will be also explored will be the role of cooperation between Universities and the United Nations in crisis situations to foster peace and human rights.

DRAFT PROGRAM – 27 JUNE 2023

09.10 am Departure Fiumicino Airport ITA AIRWAY
10.45 am Arrival in Airport of Geneva
   Transfer to PALAIS DES NATIONS
   8, Av. de la Paix 14, 1211 Genf, Svizzera

12.00 am Briefing with the Chief of Cabinet DG UN Geneva and President AESI
1.00 pm Lunch at UN
2.00 pm Meeting with the Italian Ambassador to UN GENEVA
3.00 pm UN AESI SESSION “UNITED NATIONS AND UNIVERSITY FOR PEACE"
   Welcome of the Director General Ms. Tatiana Valovaya UN GENEVA
   Discussion with the AESI Students Chaired by President AESI

4.00 pm Conclusions
4.30 pm Transfer to Airport
7.05 pm Departure from Geneva ITA AIRWAY
8.20 pm Arrival in Rome

----------------------

VIDEO AESI PRESIDENT AND DG UN GENEVA: https://youtu.be/rdEoujANeSY